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The aim of this very late in the season edition was simply to share a few exhibtions and activities 
that may be of interest during the Summer break.

However, I am grateful to Gill Peachey of Old Coulsden Camera Club for sharing with us her ex-
perience of the International Garden Photographer of the Year and to Audrey Whiting for sending 
information about Horley’s Diamond Anniversary. 

Thanks to everyone who has contributed information for this extra edition.

CONGRATULATIONS .....
to Godalming on sweeping the boards again at the Inter-Club PDI competition in May 
and to Bookham and Richmond and Twickenham on following close on their tail in 
the two competitions - Bookham in Open and Richmond and Twickenham in Nature.                                                     
All the details from the competition are on the website, with images.

FUTURE EDITIONS
I would love to have ideas from Clubs - or even starter articles - about topics you would like to 
see us cover in this newsletter. There is a huge amount going on in Clubs that is never publicised 
and it would be good to share good practice.

One suggestion from a recent SPACOM was that we produce an edition based on judging - 
-    good and bad experiences ( no names, nothing that would have us in a court of law!), 
-    the training and support given to new and aspiring SPA judges, 
-    how we can help judges who volunteer to do that thankless task
-    should we have judged competitions or have they had their day?

If you have anything to contribute or would like to suggest something we might examine, please 
get in touch with me so that we can develop the theme. letters to the Editor would also be wel-
come - or profiles of your Club or of any of your members whom you think deserve a feature.

Kath Phillips
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IGPOTY Success for Gill Peachey 
(Old Coulsdon Camera Club)

If it hadn’t been for a chance encounter with 
the garden photographer Andrew Lawson a 
few years ago, I would never have considered 
entering the International Garden Photogra-
pher of the Year Competition (IGPOTY).

I met Andrew (one of the IGPOTY founders) on 
a butterfly watching holiday in the Dolomites. 
He soon realised that I was seriously into my 
photography and suggested that I should en-
ter some images. I was still reluctant, but when 
Cathy Roberts FRPS visited my club (Old Couls-
don CC) and also suggested that I should give 
it a try, I finally plucked up courage.

On my first time of entering, I had an image 
(‘Aquilegia Sketch’ (1 opposite)) long- listed in 
‘The Beauty of Plants’ category and feedback 
on all my entries was positive. Advice was to 
keep doing what I was doing. So I did!

Fast forward a couple of years and I decided 
to have a go at the IGPOTY Macro Art Project. 
Being the sort of photographer who thinks that 
there’s no such thing as ‘too close’ it appealed! 
I put together 4 entries, but would my final im-
age be considered ‘art’? This stacked image 
of a Common Spangle Gall (2) below) on the 
underside of an oak leaf certainly qualified for 
‘macro’ - the whole shot was only a few milli-
metres across in reality. To my amazement, the 
image was commended. I’d made it onto the 
IGPOTY website!
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But it must have been a fluke - it’s an unusual 
image & would stand out as being very differ-
ent to other entries...

No joy with last year’s entries to either the 
macro art or black & white projects, but I’ve 
continued to enter.

This year, I only had 2 new images that I want-
ed to put in the Black & White Project but, as 
I’d paid to enter 4, a friend suggested I ought 
to re-visit my back-catalogue to make up the 
numbers. I was reluctant at first but thought I 
might as well.
I almost didn’t bother login in to look at the 
verdict on my efforts this time. As expected, 
nothing for the first 3... oh! Once again, my 
4th entry, ‘Leaf Textures’, had been commend-
ed. You could have knocked me down with a 
feather!!!

So I now have not one but two images on the 
IGPOTY website. The awarded images can 
be seen at: https://igpoty.com/competitions/
black-and-white-competition-12-single-re-
sults/ and by clicking on the photographer’s 
name it’s possible to see other awards they’ve 
had in previous years. You’ll see that I’m in 
good company with Polina Plotnikova & Inna 
Karpova (both from KCPA clubs) also doing 
well.

The moral of the tale is ‘have a go’! Whilst the 
spangle gall image needed specialist equip-
ment and a great deal of patience to produce, 
‘Leaf Textures’ (3 opposite) was taken with a 
compact camera on a visit to Nyman’s Garden 
in Sussex. Post-processing was done in Ele-
ments & Silver Fx and I did replicate a cou-
ple of leaves to fill in gaps in the composition. 
My original print was sepia toned but I had to 
remove the toning as IGPOTY wanted a true 
black & white rather than monochrome image.

Gill Peachey LRPS
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Carshalton
Camera Club

Saturday
9th June 2018
10.00am to 5.00pm

Carshalton Methodist Church
Ruskin Road, Carshalton, SM5 3DE

63rd  A n n u a l
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McLenaghan

LRPS CPAGB

at

11.00am



Walter is a member of Croydon Camera Club







Spectrum is a group of six photographers from the South of England with a diverse approach 
to image making.  After a successful exhibition in 2015 the group is returning to the Gallery at 
Denbies Wine Estate, London Road, Dorking RH5 6AA.
Penny, Jay and Rosemary belong to SPA Clubs and Nenne, Sandy and Lesley to KCPA clubs
Meet us all on Wednesday 27 June.12.00 - 14.00
In addition an exhibitor will be present most days.
The Gallery is open 9.30 - 5.00 daily
There is free parking and a good cafe on site

spectrumphotoart.co.uk        denbies.co.uk       



You are invited to a Presentation by Vanda Ralevska  

TIME TO STAND AND STARE

Wednesday, 13 JUNE  7.45pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm
at: The Salvation Army, Booth Way, Horsham RH13 5PZ

Horsham Photographic Society has secured the renowned guest speaker, Vanda Ralevska, 
and we are happy to share with you the opportunity to see her. 

Vanda will talk about using photography as a way to be fully present and able to see and 
experience the world with fresh eyes; with an emphasis on the importance of seizing the 
moment and re-awakening the sense of wonder, illustrating her thoughts with images from 
personal projects.
 
Vanda is a photographer based in London and she is passionate about capturing the world in 
which we live with her camera. She is always searching for those fleeting moments of magic 
that transform it into something extraordinary.

In her images she strives to reflect the atmosphere, feeling, and sheer wonderment that our 
world can evoke within us. For Vanda, photography is more than just a recording of where 
she has been; it is about encompassing the whole experience of being in the outdoors, and 
trying to capture that one special moment that leaves a lasting impression.
 
Parking and seating is limited so we recommend you reserve a seat. A £5 charge, which in-
cludes refreshments, is payable on the evening.  We are only able to accept cash or cheque. 

Please go to our website for booking details:  www.horshamphotographicsociety.co.uk or 
contact Ann on 01403 891126.



HORLEY PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 
CELEBRATES REACHING 60 

To celebrate their 60th Anniversary Horley Photographic Club held an exhibition of its mem-
bers’ work at the Horley Methodist Church on 24th March. As well as a celebration of the 
anniversary the prizes for the club’s Children’s Photographic Competition were presented by 
Town Mayor, Councillor Mike George, who was escorted by his consort, Lorraine Hollands. 
This competition was open to all children living or studying in Horley.

There was also an opportunity for visitors to have portrait photos taken in a studio and to see 
a slide show of members work. One of the highlights of the day was a visit by Joan Searle, 
age 91, who was one of our founder members and who was able to tell members about the 
early days of the club.

Photos show the mayor talking to one of the members, the winners of the competition and 
some of other visitors, including Joan Searle. 

Winners of our Children’s Photographic Competition were:
ks1 Mya Fakum
ks2 Oscar Prouten
ks3 Jensen Hills
ks4 Dylan Boorer
Overall winner Anuska Emmerson
Commended Jonja Bryant

                    Audrey Whiting


